Persistence of patient and family experiences of critical illness


ABSTRACT
Objective To investigate: (1) patient and family experiences with healthcare and the intensive care unit (ICU); (2) experiences during their critical illness; (3) communication and decision making during critical illness; (4) feelings about the ICU experience; (5) impact of the critical illness on their lives; and (6) concerns about their future after the ICU.

Design Four semistructured focus group interviews with former ICU patients and family members.

Settings Multicultural community group and local hospitals containing medical/surgical ICUs.

Participants Patients and family who experienced a critical illness within the previous 10 years.

Interventions None.

Measurements and main results Four separate focus groups each lasting a maximum of 150 min and consisting of a total of 21 participants were held. Focus groups were conducted using a semistructured script including six topics relating to the experience of critical illness that facilitated deduction and the sorting of data by thematic analysis into five predominant themes. The five main themes that emerged from the data were: (1) personalised stories of the critical illness; (2) communication and shared decision making, (3) adjustment to life after critical illness, (4) trust towards clinical team and relevance of cultural beliefs and (5) end-of-life decision making. Across themes, we observed a misalignment between the medical system and patient and family values and priorities.

Conclusions The experience of critical illness of a diverse group of patients and families can remain vivid for years after ICU discharge. The identified themes reflect the strength of memory of such pivotal experiences and the importance of a narrative around those experiences. Clinicians need to be aware of the lasting effects of critical illness on patients and families.

INTRODUCTION
Critical illness and treatment in an intensive care unit (ICU) is an experience that is fraught with uncertainty and stress for patients and family. It can also be a disruptive and emotional event. During times of stress and fear, clear communication is important. Previous experiences and cultural norms may influence perceptions, communication, behaviour and medical choices that then shape a critical illness experience. Family satisfaction with communication and shared decision making is influenced by trust in providers and is directly related to the feelings patients and family members have after critical illness.

Several factors including the quality of clinicians’ communication and shared decision making with patients and family can influence their experiences of critical illness. Contextual factors such as cultural background, educational level and religious beliefs often impact communication and interpersonal interactions. Even a simple medical communication may be perceived in diverse ways. An understanding of patient and family experiences, shaped by cultural beliefs, medical knowledge and communication with clinicians is a critical step in efforts to improve patient and family ICU satisfaction.

Narrative descriptions of lived encounters are powerful reflections of how individuals process an experience. Simply describing an experience may trigger acute and long-term stress. Similarly, critical illness may be a pivotal experience that shapes stress and emotional well-being. To advance...
patient-centred care, it is crucial to understand patient and family experiences of critical illness.

In this qualitative study, we conducted focus groups with an ethnically diverse sample of patients and family with a history of critical illness and admission to the ICU. Our objective was to understand their experiences, communication preferences, decision making and feelings during the ICU and explore how the critical illness impacted patients and family and their concerns about navigating their future after critical illness.

METHODS

Participants

We recruited participants who met the following study inclusion criteria: age 18 years or older who had been hospitalised in the ICU or had a family member hospitalised in the ICU within the preceding 10 years. Participants were contacted via telephone by a research assistant (MF) and selected using purposive sampling18 of eligible candidates from Intermountain Medical Center and Community Faces of Utah (CFU). At Intermountain Medical Center, clinicians and researchers identified patients or family members of patients who had a previous admission to the ICU. At CFU, we recruited participants who were admitted or had a family member admitted to an ICU in the last 10 years. CFU is a partnership among the University of Utah, the Utah Department of Health and leaders of five ethnically diverse communities in the state of Utah (African refugee/immigrant, African-American, American Indian/Alaskan Native, Hispanic/Latino and Pacific Islander); CFU is dedicated to improving health equity and access with local healthcare partners.19 The leaders of the five communities queried their members to identify individuals or family who had a critical illness or had been admitted to an ICU. Participants who met study inclusion criteria were provided with oral and written information about the study. Written informed consent was obtained prior to participation in the focus groups.

Patient and public involvement

The study objectives were developed by the research team and refined by the ICU Patient and Family Advisory Counsel at Intermountain Medical Center. Patients were not directly involved in the recruitment to or conduct of the study. Members of CFU participated in data coding and member checking and are coauthors or acknowledged where appropriate.

Data collection

All participants were asked about: (1) patient and family experiences with healthcare and the ICU (eg, sudden illnesses vs chronic conditions), (2) their experience during the ICU stay, (3) communication and decision making around critical illness, (4) feelings about the ICU experience, (5) the impact of critical illness on their lives and (6) concerns about their future after the ICU. The focus group script was developed through an iterative process, reviewed and agreed on by the research team prior to the first focus group.

Researchers and participant relationships

An experienced qualitative researcher and health psychologist PhD (JB) employed at the University of Utah and the Veterans Affairs Hospital and a board-certified critical care physician employed at Intermountain Healthcare (ELH) facilitated the discussions. Neither researcher had a pre-existing relationship with any of the volunteer participants. The introduction portion of each focus group included an introduction of each researcher and a description of their reasons for conducting the interviews. Each researcher disclosed their interest in learning about the patient and family experience in the ICU. Minimal characteristics about each facilitator were revealed to minimise exposure bias.

Setting and script

Focus groups were conducted using a semistructured interview script (see online supplementary appendix A) between March 2017 and May of 2017. The focus group sessions were conducted in either conference rooms at the study hospital or for CFU participants, in a conference room at their meeting facility in Salt Lake City, Utah. In addition to the focus group participants and interviewers, research staff from CFU and/or Intermountain Medical Center observed the focus group discussions. The interviews continued until no new information relevant to the research questions emerged from the participants. Focus group sessions were audio recorded and professionally transcribed; there were approximately 10 hours of material from all the focus groups. Transcriptions included only deidentified information.

Qualitative analysis

After the completion of all focus groups, transcripts were loaded into NVivo 8.0 for content analysis and coding. Data were analysed using thematic analysis.20 The data analysis team included a practising critical care physician, neuroscientist, health psychologist and CFU patients. Each member of the analytic team (ROH, JB and ELH) individually reviewed the focus group transcript and independently coded all transcripts. A series of codes were identified, tightly linked to the participant quotes. The researchers then met together and resolved coding discrepancies through a consensus approach and determined final codes. Each of the final codes that emerged from the data were then grouped together into cohesive themes. Finally, central themes that repeatedly emerged from the data were identified. Selected portion of the deidentified transcripts with assigned codes and themes were member checked by both by CFU researchers and two participants of the focus groups for comment and theme clarity.

RESULTS

Twenty-one adults from diverse cultural backgrounds participated in four separate heterogenous focus groups,
each lasting a maximum of 150 min. We identified five major themes. A description of each theme and representative sample quotes are provided in table 1.

**Theme 1: personalised ICU stories**

Theme 1 consisted of codes based on quotes that related to the patient and family narratives of their critical illness experience. The narratives included information about perceptions of the medical information they received and their interactions with clinical staff, and their perceived role during the ICU encounter. Self-described roles during the ICU from the participants included: caregiver, observer, advocate, decision maker and sometimes leader of interactions with the clinical team. The stories persisted for months to years and provided context within which to interpret participants’ experience and seem to help them cope with the emotional distress associated with the ICU encounter.

In one example, the participant story notes a need to compartmentalise coping:

… I had to compartmentalize it and just say, okay, we’re going to get through the next three hours and then we are going to see what happens… I just have this switch in my brain that I flip into hospital mode… I try not to think too far ahead, just deal with the right now, and we will deal with what comes when it gets here…

In another example, a different participant (a patient) describes their critical illness as being a job:

So, really it was like a job trying to get well, watching the television and listening to what the doctors and it was so unbelievable what I learned during the time I was flat on my back for those 3 weeks with the determination to come out, not knowing that I would never have that job anymore.

**Theme 2: communication and shared decision making**

Participants reported both positive and negative communications with care teams in the ICU. Positive communication occurred when they were involved in making significant decisions with input from the clinical team, when they had access to complete information and when patients’ wishes were honoured. In contrast, other participants reported negative experiences when communication was vague or unclear, or when patient priorities seemed to be ignored by clinical staff. This suggests misalignment between institution and participant priorities.

In one experience a participant describes a perceived insensitive communication:

I just thought, he had a stomach ache…. and when we arrived the doctors asked me how much we wanted them to do to save his life… I want you to do everything you can. So, I think that for me that was just one question that always lingered in my mind that somebody would actually say, you know, how much do you want us to do for your family member because it just seemed like that was a dumb question…

In this case, the standard question of asking do not resuscitate status was perceived by family as an inappropriate question.

There were indications that facets of an academic health system were difficult for participants:

[After visits from several trainees] …finally, the one came in and I said, if one more of you come in here and ask me what brought us here today, I am going to punch you. I’d better have a doctor in front of me in 15 min or I will literally punch the next resident who walks in the door.

The distress noted above at numerous providers in an academic medical centre appeared to be at odds with patient and family desires about communication. In an example of unclear communication and a potential misunderstanding, the family believed that the patient was kept alive for ‘study’:

… [M]y sister was, I think she was dead … they had her up at the [specific hospital] on life support and one day they would say oh, she’s doing okay, and then the next day they would say, it doesn’t look so good, and this went on for a couple of weeks and finally I confronted the head of the neurology department … you need to tell us what is going on and you had better not be keeping her alive just to study her case…. the director stopped and said, you had better call the family together, so they were keeping her alive to study her case because the director is the only one that had ever seen a case like that and so, none of the other neurologists had seen that, and so that is why they… I mean, I can see them wanting to study it, but I couldn’t see them doing to my family what they were doing, so. So that wasn’t such a good experience…

Often participants’ perceptions and descriptions (like the one noted above) of clinical situations did not reflect established clinical practice related to disease processes, suggesting that patients’ and family’s recollection of events during critical illness differed from the intended communication of the medical staff.

**Theme 3: adjustment to life after critical illness (the ‘new normal’)**

Patients and family reported intense feelings about their experiences even months and years after the critical illness. These feelings included helplessness, loss of control, uncertainty and gratitude. The feeling of being alone, even ‘invisible’, was common. Strong feelings around the transition out of the ICU—whether by death or clinical improvement—were common, highlighting the grief that occurs when a life is changed and altering future dreams and expectations. Participants described their life postcritical illness as the ‘new normal’. The new normal included new financial burdens including the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Initial codes</th>
<th>Final code</th>
<th>Codes in theme</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘… [A] nurse came in to do a procedure they would explain to us what they were doing as they were doing it and even our father was unconscious, but they would talk to him at the same time...It was a very intimate experience’.</td>
<td>Communication.</td>
<td>Trust in physicians.</td>
<td>Cultural differences. Trust in physicians. Misperception of treatment. Medical errors.</td>
<td>Theme 4: trust towards the clinical team and relevance of cultural beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘… I know the doctors know what they are doing, but a lot of the mistakes and a lot of the miscommunications come from the nurses. So, that is where I believe that the training needs to be. I understand that they do their job, they know their job, but sometimes they get careless and carried away...once the mistakes come, I feel that they don’t own up to the mistake. They try to brush it away like as if it is the patient’s fault or the patient didn’t understand’.</td>
<td>Coping stories.</td>
<td>Trust in physicians.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I knew... in the emergency room, they were very ... open about the damage done ... and the life quality that he would have were he to continue living... after I made the decision, the neurologist said, you know, you’ve made the right decision and then every worker that came in after that made a point of coming to me and verifying that I made the right decision. They were very supportive...’</td>
<td>Support.</td>
<td>End-of-life decisions.</td>
<td>DNR not followed. DNR not understood. End-of-life decisions.</td>
<td>Theme 5: end-of-life decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘… [M]y mom’s at the hospital... I wasn’t looking for a piece of paper... the doctor mentioned we need you to leave the room because we are going to have to intubate your mom, and I said, no, you can’t... She is a DNR and a do not intubate, you can’t. Well, she was brought in by EMTs, so we have to. We have no choice ... And I just kept thinking, bullshit, yes you do have a choice, that was her wishes, and I still get pissed thinking about it...’.</td>
<td>Patient wishes.</td>
<td>DNR not followed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DNR, do not resuscitate.
inability to get life insurance, need to return to work or the burden of medical bills.

In one example, a participant felt very alone in the waiting room:

So… that was hard, because it wasn’t just him, I had a lot to process too and I just…. It’s not like I can call up a bunch of people and say hey, guess what the latest thing on my plate is, because, it was a situation where his privacy had to be respected, so I couldn’t talk about it, and it was just feeling invisible just really compounded that feeling of just helplessness and being alone.

Two other participants reported concerns around financial struggles or described the many ways life changed after the critical illness:

… Some stress around bills, some stress around what’s going to happen with the recovery, some stress around not knowing what to expect…

… He is still in cognitive therapy and physical therapy and his personality did change, which wasn’t bad, but it was just different and so that has been an adjustment and I think the long term of it, I didn’t think we’d be here still…. this is our new normal and so we’re just trying to now recreate a new dream so to speak…

Theme 4: trust towards the clinical team and relevance of cultural beliefs

Participants’ expectations and sense of trust influenced their perceptions of partnership with the clinical staff. When medical errors were perceived to have occurred, pervasive mistrust resulted. Cultural background also influenced experiences and participant ideas of clinical team roles (doctors or nurses) that could cause frustration when the experiences were different than the expectations of the patient or family. Participants openly shared their accolades, frustrations and their clinician role ideas. In one case in which trust was built, the family member participant said:

… [A] nurse came in to do a procedure they would explain to us what they were doing as they were doing it and even our father was unconscious, but they would talk to him at the same time… It was a very intimate experience.

In contrast another family member participant said:

… I know the doctors know what they are doing, but a lot of the mistakes and a lot of the miscommunications come from the nurses. So, that is where I believe that the training needs to be. I understand that they do their job, they know their job, but sometimes they get careless and carried away… once the mistakes come, I feel that they don’t own up to the mistake. They try to brush it away like as if it is the patient’s fault or the patient didn’t understand.

In addition, cultural experiences influenced expectations:

[S]o I am stressed out because everyone is talking about HIPAA won’t allow me to tell you if the patient is here and that HIPAA won’t allow me to tell you this… but in the African American community the (person in my community leader role) is the person that everybody turns to and expects to know what is going on. So it is very stressful when you can’t get the information that you need. In this recent case, I was the person that the family said is their spokesperson, is their person to get the information that you need.

Theme 5: end-of-life decision making

End-of-life stories were generally positive, and stories about anticipated deaths were more favourable than deaths that occurred suddenly. Favourable stories relied on self-identified understanding of the medical diagnosis and what seemed to be an affirmation of the decision from the clinicians. In contrast, negative experiences were characterised by the perception that patient wishes were not fulfilled.

A clear understanding of patient preferences gave participants confidence that they knew what should happen.

I knew… in the emergency room, they were very … open about the damage done … and the life quality that he would have were he to continue living… after I made the decision, the neurologist said, you know, you’ve made the right decision and then every worker that came in after that made a point of coming to me and verifying that I made the right decision. They were very supportive….

In contrast, there was frustration when patient preferences were not adhered to as another participant stated:

… [M]y mom’s at the hospital… I wasn’t looking for a piece of paper… the doctor mentioned we need you to leave the room because we are going to have to intubate your mom, and I said, no, you can’t… She is a DNR and a do not intubate, you can’t. Well, she was brought in by EMTs, so we have to. We have no choice … And I just kept thinking, bullshit, yes you do have a choice, that was her wishes, and I still get pissed thinking about it…

The dissatisfaction with the end-of-life experience continued to be an ongoing issue for this participant.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we explored the experiences of a diverse group of patients and family members in the USA following a critical illness. The five themes we identified reflect the persistence of memory of such pivotal experiences that happened up to 10 years previously. The stories also reflect the construction of a narrative around these
experiences. The narrative may reflect personal characteristics of the participants and the sense-making process they have engaged in related to their experience. For example, personal characteristics such as a conception of the self as efficacious and powerful can influence the narrative description of the personal agency experienced while advocating on behalf of a patient.

The experience of critical illness was uniformly reported as stressful for our participants even if survival was the ultimate outcome. Our data reinforce the importance of recognising and addressing post-intensive care syndrome (PICS) in survivors of critical illness and their family members after an ICU admission and suggest the sequelae persists for years. Stories were frequently characterised by stressful events around communication including shared decision-making encounters. Family member participants sometimes felt they were the only advocate for the patient within an indifferent medical system resulting in added stress.

Our findings suggest that many patients and families need help and support beyond traditional medical follow-up after an ICU admission, which is supported in work by others. We found that participants may have difficulty adjusting to a ‘new normal’ and possibly lack resilience. Their ICU experience appears to shape the feelings they have about both the critical illness and their transition back to a ‘normal life’, consistent with other narrative studies in ICU populations. Post-ICU populations sometimes describe a transformation in the years following an ICU admission. This type of transformation is consistent with positive growth and may be linked to building resilience and is similar to the descriptions of emotional resilience described in other survivors of traumatic experiences. Many individuals reported that they found new ways to thrive within their ‘new normal’, suggesting the importance of further investigation of resilience training and interventions to facilitate post-traumatic growth in ICU survivors and their family. Acknowledgement by the medical community of the potential challenges after and ICU admission and recommendations to use experience diaries may help reduce depression and anxiety and improve quality of life.

Critical to our findings were the range of communication and decision-making scenarios that characterised the critical illness experience across themes. Family surrogate decision makers weigh multiple factors beyond the wishes of the patients while engaging in the shared decision process. It follows that surrogate decision makers might look for validation of their recommendations from clinicians when discussing important treatment decisions. This would make misalignment of priorities even more impactful. The persistent need for surrogate decision makers to feel validated in their self-appraisal of ICU events by clinicians is consistent with the commonly accepted stress appraisal conditions in other psychology literature.

In our data, we frequently saw statements that seemed to reflect misunderstandings of clinical course or treatment decisions. The recollections of providers’ expected roles and presumed intent reflected frustration with the care processes and workflow at academic medical centres. Both misunderstandings and frustrations likely contributed to increased stress and confusion. These misperceptions may relate to health literacy that has been found to predict successful communication and navigation of health services. Another potential explanation of misperceptions is the influence of past experiences, some of which may be impacted by culture.

A misalignment highlights the need for clinicians to better understand family expectations both about the anticipated medical course and about the nature of teamwork with clinicians. Medical providers need to be aware that these misunderstandings may be common and have long-lasting impact on patients and family recovering from an ICU admission.

A greater understanding of patient and family past experiences and how that might shape expectations can create a framework for communication going forward, which is critical to partnerships among patients and family and the medical system.

We found that culture and trust influence effective medical partnerships and decision making, thereby shaping experiences. In our study and work by others, cultural influences appeared to span beyond simple failures of communication, as people of different cultural groups often had different community structures and expectations. This was supported in our results in one case where a key community figure was not allowed to participate in information sharing due to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act restrictions. Similarly, there are indications that conversations about ‘code status’ may be perceived very differently based on the cultural background of the patient and family member. Our study supports the observation from others that during times of stress and fear, trauma-informed communication, cultural understanding and validation are crucial. Perhaps, medical training should evolve to encompass teaching the communication training and techniques such as Connect, Listen, Empathise, Align, Respect conversations developed at Henry Ford Health System or VitalTalk (http://www.VitalTalk.org). Both programmes focus on communication that elicits patient and family values.

The ICU experiences at the end of life largely reflect survivors’ participation in and understanding about their loved ones wishes. End-of-life stories were mostly positive among our participants and reiterated the importance of participant self-identified understanding of the medical diagnosis with affirmation from clinicians.
Previous studies also report the importance of communication and family understanding in end-of-life decisions. Our data support the idea that expressions of non-abandonment and empathy are strategies that increase family satisfaction and underscores the power of healthcare provider acceptance and affirmation of patient and family ideas. Therefore, there is an imperative to shift current communication during critical illness to a more tailored and personalized approach that educates clinicians about connection and cultural expecta-
tions for all communications including end of life.

A realignment of institutional and medical community priorities with a more individualized approach to care is a challenge across the USA. We suggest that this realignment begins with medical training and must extend to all care providers and hospital administrators. This will require a shift in paradigm where ‘personalized care’ is focused around patient priorities in conjunction with or instead of genetic predisposition. The inherent opportu-
nity presented by this realignment within the ICU could be a profound alteration of stressful negative experiences and the morbidity associated with PICS. Patients and families may benefit from clinical tools that facilitate clearer communication on the part of clinicians with a focus on patient priorities. Such tools should be trauma informed and focus on health system literacy and can be built to support joint responsibility between clinicians and patients or family members and can ensure more complete understanding of the critical illness experience. These shared decision-making tools could be developed to support ICU decisions such as those that are operating in other domains and considered for development in the ICU. In addition, patient and family educational information could be structured to reduce stress burden from misunderstandings. All will likely enhance patient and family satisfaction.

The limitations of this study include those common to qualitative research including small sample size and that some perspectives may have been missed. Participants were recruited from a purposive sample, and we did not track those who might have had opportunity but chose not to participate. Some participants were interviewed years after their ICU admission, which may have contributed to recall bias for poor or positive experiences. Though the vivid recollection of these events may also be considered a strength. Lastly, qualitative methods cannot distinguish the impact of the ICU admission from the psychological impact of the illness itself.

This study is one of a few qualitative studies to assess patient and family perceptions of their ICU experience. A second strength of our study is its inclusion of multi-
cultural participants. In contrast to most prior qualita-
tive studies of ICU experience in the USA, we recruited participants from a diverse array of ethnic communities and their community leaders to increase the generalis-
able of our findings. Another strength of our study is our inclusion of participants several years after the ICU experience, which helps us gain a better sense for the persistence of the experience of critical illness even years after the ICU admission. Distinguishing the impact of the critical illness and ICU admission from the psychological impact of the illness itself are both aspects that likely merit attention in the development of optimal approaches to support patients, families and clinicians in the ICU.

CONCLUSIONS

Qualitative data suggest that the experiences of an ethnici-
cally and culturally diverse group of patients and family members during a critical illness remain vivid years later. The five themes identified reflect strong and persistent memories of such pivotal experiences and the construction of a narrative around the experiences. The experi-
ce of critical illness was uniformly reported as stressful for our participants, and there is a perception of misalign-
ment of institutional and patient/family priorities. Future work could examine the effectiveness of shared communication tools to support engaged decision making.
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